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Abstract: Let A denote the triangulation of the plane obtained by multi-integer t anslates of the four lines x = 0, y = 0, x = y and 
x = - y. By ~'~h we mean the space of all piecewise polynomials of degree ~< k with respect o the scaled triangulation hA having 
continuous partial derivatives of order ~< # on R 2. We show that the approximation properties of ,9"~h are completely governed by 
those of the space spanned by the translates of all so called box splines contained in 6a~h. Combining this fact with Fourier analysis 
techniques allows us to determine the optimal controlled approximation rates for the above subspace of box splines where # is the 
largest degree of smoothness for which these spaces are dense as h tends to zero. Furthermore, we study the question of local linear 
dependence of the translates of the box splines for the above criss-cross triangulations. 
Keywords: Finite element spaces, multivariate spline functions, box spline, degree of approximation. 
I. Introduction 
Let A denote the tr iangulation of the plane obtained by integer translates of the four lines ( te~: t ~ R ), 
(te2: t ~ R) ,  ( t (e  I + e2): t ~ R} and ( t (e  2 -  et): t ~ R) ,  where e 1 = (1, 0) and e 2 = (0, 1). By S,:~h we 
mean the space of all piecewise polynomials  of total degree ~< k with respect o the scaled tr iangulat ion hA 
having cont inuous part ial  derivatives of order ~< # on R E. We denote by A the restrict ion of A to the 
rectangle Rm,  = [0, m + 1] × [0, n + 1] and by 6#~h(A, , , )  the corresponding spline space. 
These spaces have been studied by several people in the context of finite element analysis, see Zwart  [11] 
and also Chui and Wang [4] for related results. 
It was pointed out in [10] that the space ~0 possesses the so-called 'Gr id  Decomposi t ion Property '  l,h 
which is necessary and sufficient for the stabil ity and opt imal  accuracy of certain 'mixed finite element 
methods'  [10]. In this context, A was called 'criss-cross grid', a terminology which we will adhere to in what 
follows. 
In general, the approximat ion rates for the space 6a~h seem to be unknown. We have studied analogous 
questions for the spline spaces associated with the tr iangulation corresponding to the three directions e1, e 2, 
e t + e 2 (diagonal tr iangulation) [3,8], see also [5,9]. 
Our approach is based on the not ion of box spline which was recently introduced in [1]. Fol lowing the 
lead of [3] we observe that the approximat ion rate for 6:~h is governed by the span of all box splines in 
~'¢'~h. Therefore we can take advantage of the simple structure of the Four ier  transform of box splines and 
apply a general result from [8]. This allows us to determine the precise control led approx imat ion rates for 
the span of all box splines in 6:~h given any k and corresponding highest nontrivial  value of tt for which 
this space is dense. 
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Finally we settle the question of local linear dependency among translates of any box spline correspond- 
ing to the directions e ~, e 2, e 1 + e 2 and e 2 - e ~. In this regard, only the case/~ = 1, k = 2 was previously 
known [4]. 
2. Box  spl ines on a er iss -eross  grid 
For any set of vectors X= {x 1 . . . . .  x '}  c R ' \{0}  with 
(X)  ,= span{ X} = n ~, 
the box spline B(xl  X) is defined as in [2] by requiring that 
fn f (x )B(x IX)dx= fto.1],f(UlX' + . . .  +u,x")du~ . . .  du,  
holds for any f~ C(R*). 
A useful number associated with B(x lX)  is 
d= d(X)= max{m:  V Yc  X, IYI = m = (X \Y )  = R~}, 
where [YI is the number of vectors in Y. Equivalently, we may define d as 
d+ 1 = min{] YI: (X \Y )  • R'} .  
It is known that 
B( . IX )~C "{X, ' (a ' ) .  
Furthermore, when X c Z ~ one has 
Hd{x)CSP(X) ,  Hal{x)+, c£SP(X), 
where 
and 
5P(X)=span{B( - -a iX ) :a~Zs},  
(2A) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
is the space of polynomials of total degree ~< k. Moreover, 5/ ' (X)  is a space of piecewise polynomials of 
degree ~ n - s, see [2]. 
As a further tool, we require the Fourier transform of box splines which is calculated from (2.2) to be 
(B( .  M X))^(x) = (-I 
1 e- ix.x,  
b=l ix .  x / ' (2.6) 
where x .y = E~=I x~y, is the standard inner product on R L 
Given any n ~ IM and any vector of 'multiplicities' 
M = (ml ,  m2, m3, m4), m I + m 2 + m 3 + m a = n,  
we are interested in the bivariate box spline corresponding to the special set 
=(. . . . .  ) X= X M e 1 . . . .  e I e 2 . . . . .  e 2 e 1 + e 2, . ,e  1 + e 2 , e 2 e l , . . .  ,e  2 e I. 
m 1 m2 m 3 m4 
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In this case 
o, o1 
provided that tt ~< d( X M) - 1. 
Our focus of attention will be on those sets X M giving optimal smoothness for such box splines. For this 
reason we introduce the number 
d. = max( d( XM):lMl<~ n }. (2.8) 
We will compute the value of d. later. 
For any/~ 4: d. - 1, let us consider the collection of box splines 
,Pff = { B(. I XM):IMI~ n, d(XM) > tL) 
and the corresponding spline space 
5:h(q~,~) = span(~(~ - a) : * ~ ~: ,  a ~ Z2 }. (2.9) 
In other words, 5:h(q~,~ ) is the span of all the scaled translates of box splines of the special type B(. I AM) 
which are in 5#f_ :, h. Thus we obviously have 
:~ (~; )  _c ~"_ :,h. (2.10) 
At the end of this section, we will show that the approximation rates (as h ~ 0) for these spaces are the 
same. At the moment, we will address the more difficult question of determining the controlled approxima- 
tion rates for the spaces oc#h(ff),~ . 
Spaces of this type, i.e. spans of translates of a finite number of locally supported functions have been 
studied by several authors concerned with finite element analysis [9]. The following extension of these 
results established in [8] are needed in the analysis of the approximation rates for ~9"h(~). 
For any set ~ = { ~l . . . . .  ~u } of functions on R ~ we define 
- Z s "--- . . ,N}, 5'~,(~) =5:(~).  (2.11) 6:h(~)=span{~j (  h a) :a~ ,j 1,. 
5: (~)  is said to admit controlled Lp-approximation oforder m, or briefly 
5e( ~) ~ Am,p, (2.12) 
if and only if for any f~ C °~ 6~ W/"(R ~) there exist weights 00~,~ such that for any domain Y2 c R ,~ the 
inequalities 
f - -  zN E P 
j=l a~Z' 
while 
,j.,} t (fl) Y'. ]tojh~l p ~< Cllf]lp(O~h ), (2.14) 
j,e~ 
supp(~l( h -a))n~*0 
hold for some constants C, r independent of h, 12, f (cf. [8]). Here 
IBI =m 
denotes the usual Sobolev spaces and O h = (x: dist2(x, f2)~< h}. 
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Note that (2.13) implies (2.14) if the q~j(-- a) are linearly independent. Since, however, translates of 
several box plines are always linearly dependent (the span of translates of each box spline B(. I XM) 
contains constants) the control condition (2.14) is a reasonable relaxation of a stability requirement. 
Theorem 2.1 [8]. The following are equivalent: 
(i) 5a(~) EA?,k+ 1 for all p, 1 <~p <~ oz. 
(ii) 5"((/)) ~ A2,k + 1. 
(iii) 5'~(~) ~ A~,k+ ~. 
(iv) For 0 <~ k there exist linear combinations ~p# of the ¢Pi in 4) such that 
¢o(21ra) = 8o., a ~ Z' ,  
=o, .~z  {o}, l~I/~I~k. 
~,~B Y!ilvl 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iv) is due to Fix and Strang, see [9]. Moreover, again when the q,:(. - a) are 
linearly independent the above conditions are equivalent with the requirement that H k c 5:(~),  see [8]. 
In general, it is shown in [8] that conditions (i)-(iv) are equivalent to the existence of a 'quasi-inter- 
polant' i.e. a linear approximation scheme realizing the optimal approximation rate with respect o any 
translation invariant norm for which restriction to closed subsets of R'  is a contraction. 
More precisely, set 
f#l~k v~B 
where ~p~ are given in (iv) and also 
(O(x) ) - '  = Eaox", 
ot  
which exists in a neighborhood of zero (because t~(0) = ~0(0) = 1). We now consider the linear functional 
#(f )  = ~a~(- i ) l" lD~f(O),  
ot  
restricted to H ,_z  and take any norm preserving extension of it to some Sobolev space with support in 
[ -  1,1] s. Denoting the extension also by/~ the required quasi-interpolant is given by (cf. [7,8]) 
Returning to the box spline, it was observed in [7] that X_  7 ~ implies 
B(2~ra rX) = 80,, a~Z" ,  
nah(2~rarX)=O, !fl l<~d(X), aEZ2-{0}.  (2.18) 
Thus from Theorem 2.1 it follows that 5 : (X)~ Ae,a(x)+1. In fact, d(X)  is the largest integer for which 
(2.18) holds, see [2,7]. 
With this background material in hand we are ready to determine the precise order of controlled 
approximation for the spaces 5#h(4~J,,-1). For ease of notation we will write usually 4), instead of (/)if,,-1. 
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Theorem 2.2. 
p,d,,+l\-L.d,+2~ nfJm+l, 
p.d,+A&.d,+,~ n =4m + 1. 
(2.19) 
Remark 2.3. Suppose the vectors x1 , . . . ,xr E R” are in general position. For LY E Z; let X, be the set 
containing the vector x’ cy, times, i = 1,. . . ,r. It can be verified that 
1 +d(X,)= min (2.20) 
i,<... <,,_,+I 
Thus in our special case, r = 4, s = 2 we get 
d,=3m+(f-1)+-l, n=4m+f, 
Remark 2.4. Note that only for n = 4m + 1 does 
I = 0, 1,2, 3. (2.21) 
the approximation rate for .Y( Qn) exceed that obtainable 
by any Y( X,) with d( X,,,) = d,. We also point out that p= d, - 1 is the largest integer for which the 
space ,y’,cC,., admits any nontrivial function of compact support [9]. (See also the end of this section where 
we describe a basis for Yn4P,‘2.h.) 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The hardest part of the proof is to show that the orders of approximation given in 
the theorem are optimal. Therefore we begin by first showing that we can achieve the order of controlled 
approximation asserted by (2.19). The only case which requires comment is the case n = 4m + 1. In this 
case d, = 3m - 1. Now, to obtain the optimal rate O(h3m+‘), we introduce the function 
e,(X,Y)=~(B(x,ylX,)+B(x,ylXZ)+B(x,ylXj)+B(x,ylXq)-B(x,y(XS)), (2.22) 
where the sets X,, i = 1, 2,. . . , 5 correspond respectively to the vectors see (2.7)) 
According 
(m+l,m,m,m), (m,m+l,m,m), (m,m,m+l,m), 
(m,m,m,m+l), (m,m,m,m). 
to (2.20), d( X,) = d, for each i and so 0, E Y( Qn). Moreover, 
&(x, Y) = &(LY)r,(x, Y)? 
(2.23) 
where we define 
p(x) = 1 - e-‘-y 
ix ’ 
(2.24) 
Here we have specialized the general formula (2.6) to obtain 
h(x,Y 1 XM) = ~m~(x)P(Y)~mJ(x +y)P(Y - x), M= (ml, m,, m3, m,), (2.25) 
and hence the above expression for 8,. 
To proceed further, we require the differentiation formula 
D%(x,ylX,)= c C$~‘)(x)p@)( y)p@‘( x +J+#‘( y - x) 
Ial = IPI 
(2.26) 
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where 
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a = (Or 1, 0:2 , Ot 3, a4)eZ~ 1, X .7  .... xzrn 'x7  m4 + +" + 
D2, 2J D!, L2, t °'t 
Ol!Cot ~ ~ L~el , , lde2 e 
(D 7' is the ruth repeated irectional derivative in the direction z), 
p~(x, y)= xB'y & , /~ = (j~l,/~2), 
and 
¢~'(x)=p(~"(x) ... p(~"'(x), 8=(8, ..... 8,,). 
This is a special case of a formula in [7]. 
From this formula we derive the conclusion that 
Dea(2~ralXM)=O, 1/31~n--1, aeZ2\E ,  a*O, 
where 
e= {(j, o), (o, j), (j, - j ) ,  z \{0}}.  
(2.27) 
= m lc2+(__1)m+1¢4=0"  ¢1"~- ¢2 q- ¢3 ( - -1 )  c, +( -1 )  m+ 
Therefore it follows that c I = c 2 = c 3 = c 4 = 0, which contradicts the fact that 30(0, 0) = 1. 
)3m+2 
ax 3o(2~r j , -2~r j )=O,  j :~O,  
that 
C 1 "l'- ¢3 -- C4 ~ 0,  
while (~)/ay) 3''+2 30(0, 2'rrj) = 0, j v~ 0, gives 
C 3 n t- C 2 Jr" C a = 0.  
Similarly, we conclude from the equations 
+ j 3o(2 s, 2 j) = 
Therefore, in view of the fact that Fo(2"~a ) = 80, for a ~ E, Leibnitz' product formula and (2.18) show that 
~0(2.~a)=80o, a~Z 2, OB00(2~ra)=0,  ] f l l~<3m,a~Z2\{0) .  
Hence Theorem 2.1 implies that 5:(~,,)  ~ A?.d,+2 in this case. 
The remaining part of the argument requires some lengthy computat ion which we divide up into four 
cases. 
(i) n = 4m. Since in this case, d~ = 3m-1  and ~ consists of one box spline, B(xl XM), M= 
(m, m, m, m), the assertion follows from (2.18). 
(ii) n = 4m + 3. In this case d n = 3m + 1 and q~, consists of four box splines, 
~. = ( B(" rXi): i=  1 . . . . .  4}, 
where X~, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are given by 
(m,m+ l ,m+ l ,m+ l), (m+ l ,m,m+ l ,m+ l), 
(m+ l ,m+ l ,m,m+ l), (m+ l ,m+ l ,m+ l ,m). (2.28) 
Suppose to the contrary that .ga(dPn)EAp.3m+3 then there is a linear combinat ion ~ko(x,y)= 
E4i=ffiB(x, yl Xi) such that 
O~30(2,rra) = 0, lflf~ 3m + 2, a ~ Z2\ (0} ,  30(0, 0) = 1. (2.29) 
Therefore from (2.26) the condition (O/~x)3,, + 2 30 (2~rj, 0) = 0, j 4= 0, provides the equation 
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(iii) n = 4m + 2. Here d~ = 3m and ~. consists of ten box splines B(x, y l X,), i = 1 . . . . .  10, correspond- 
ing to the vectors 
(m,m,m+ l ,m+ l), 
(rn+ l, rn, m,m+ l), 
for i = 1 . . . . .  6 
(m,m+ l ,m,  rn+ l), (m,m+ l ,m+ l ,m),  
(m+ l ,m,m+ l ,m),  (m+ l ,m+ l, rn,m) 
and 
(m- l ,m 
(m+l ,m 
Again, we proceed 
the conditions 
~o(0) = 1, O#~o(2'~a) = 0, Ifll~< 3rn + 1, ct ~ Z2 \{0} .  
We note first that ~0 has the form 
~0( x, Y) = Bin(x, Y )G  (x, Y) + b,._ 1 (x, Y )G  (x, y ) ,  
where Bm(x,y ) is the box spline for M= (m, m, m, m), 
Ul(x, y) = c lp (y -  x)p(x + y) + c2o(y)p(y-  x) + c3p(y)o(x + y) 
+C4p(y -- x )p (x )  + CsR(x)p(x + y) + c6P(X)p(y  ) 
+l ,m+l ,m+l ) ,  (m+l ,m- l ,m+l ,m+l ) ,  
+l ,  rn - l ,m+l ) ,  (m+l ,  rn+l, rn+l ,m-1)  fo r i=7 . . . . .  10. 
by contradiction and suppose there is a +0(x, y )= ~1o lC~B(x ' y IX,), which satisfies 
and 
Note that 
 (x,y)=c70(y)o(x+y)P(y-x)+csP(X)p(x+y)p(y-x) 
+c9P(x)p(y)P(Y-X)+CloP(x)p(Y)P(x+y). 
(2.30) 
F l (2~a ) = F2 (2,~a) 3F2 (2"~a) 3Fz(2"~a ) 3x 3y 0, a ~ g2~(0}.  
First let us show F 2 -0 .  To this end, we again make use of the differentiation formula (2.26) and 
conclude that 
DBB,,(2~rj,-2vj)'--0, j *0 ,  i f f l l>~2m+a or f12>~2m+l .  (2.31) 
Hence choosing fll = m - 1, ~2 = 2m + 2 the equation D~+0(2.~j, -2v j )  ~ 0 , j  ~ 0, gives by Leibnitz' rule 
that c 7 = 0 because DaB(2.~j, - 2~rj I )(7) 4: 0. Similarly, the choice fll - 2m + 2, /32 = m - 1 gives e s = 0. 
Furthermore, making the change of variables u = ½(x +y) ,  v = ½(x -y )  and applying Dfl'+e2D~C e, tO ~0 
with the same values of fl as above, gives c 9 = c10 = 0, that is F z - O. Now that we know ~0 = B,,F~ we can 
show that F 1 has a double zero on E because for fll = m, f12 = 2rn or fll = 2rn, /32 = m, we have that 
D~B,~(2~ra) 4= 0, a ~ E, (use (2.26)). Hence the equation Da~0(2,~a) = 0, a ~ E, for /31 = m, /32 = 2m + 1 
and fll = 2m + 1, f12 = m, flz = 3m + 1 proves 
~G (2-.a)= ~y r1(2~1 = 0, Ox a~E.  
Now, it is an easy matter to see that I'1 has a double zero at each point of E if and only if 
c 1=-2c~, c 2=e 5, c 3=c  5, c 4=e 5, c 6=-2e  5. (2.32) 
Consequently, we have shown that ~0(0, 0) = 0, contradicting (2.30) and completing the proof of this case. 
The last case to consider is 
(iv) n = 4m + 1. In this case, d,  = 3m-  1 and we have already shown 50(~,)  ~ Ap.d.+2 . This is the 
hardest case to show optimal order because ~, contains twenty-one box splines. Our strategy to demonstrate 
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that 5P(~, )~ Ap.3m+3 is first to show that the only 0 ~ span( ~, } which satisfies 
D/~O(2~ra) = 0, [131 ~< 3m, a ~ Z 2 \ {0}, 0(0) = 1, (2.33) 
has the form 
O = 00 + alO 1 + a2O 2 + a303 + a404, a 1 ,a 2 ,a3 ,a  4 E R ,  (2.34) 
where 00 is defined by (2.22) and 01, 02, 03, 04 are given by 
01 = B 4 - 2B 1 + B 3 + 65  + C 6 - 2C  4,  02 = B 1 + B 2 - 2B 3 + C lo  + C l l  - 2C~2, 
03 = B3 + B4- 2B2 + C2 + C3- 2C1, 04= Bi + B2- 2B4 + C7 + C8- 2C9, 
Our notational convention is that the first five box splines B~(x, y) = B(x, y l X~) correspond to the sets X~, 
i = 1 ... . .  5, given by (2.23). The next twelve box splines Cfix, y) = B(x, y I X~+5) correspond to the sets X~, 
i = 6 .. . . .  17, defined by 
(m-  1, m, rn+ 1, m+ 
(m,m- l ,m+l ,m+ 
(m,m+l ,m- l ,m+ 
(m, m + 1, m + 1, m-  
and the last set of four box splines 
1), (m- l ,m+l ,m,m+l ) ,  (m 
1), (m+l ,m- l ,m,m+l ) ,  (m 
1), (m+l ,m,m- l ,m+l ) ,  (m 
1), (m+l ,m,m+l ,m-1) ,  (m 
Gi(x, y ) = a(x,  y lXi+17), i = 1 .. . . .  4, 
-1 ,  m+ l ,m+ l ,m),  
+ l ,m- l ,m+l ,m) ,  
+l ,  rn+l ,m- l ,m) ,  
+ l ,m+l ,m,m-1) ,  
are defined by the sets 
(2.35) 
(m--2, m+ l, rn+ l ,m+ l), (m+ l ,m- -2 ,  m+ l ,m+ l), 
(m+l ,m+l ,m- -2 ,  m+l ) ,  (m+l ,m+l ,m+l ,m- -2 ) .  
These are all the box splines arising in this case, that is 
~,= {Bi, Cj, G,: i=  1 .. . . .  5 , j=  1 . . . . .  12, l=  1 .. . . .  4}. 
We now suppose 
5 12 4 
e = Z b,B, + E c,C, + E g,G, 
i= l  i=1  i~ l  
satisfies equation (2.33). To show that 0 has the form (2.34) we have to make repeated use of equation 
(2.26). We record for convenience the main identities derivable from (2.26) which we will need. For this 
purpose, we introduce the function 
( l+X)m(  1 -- X) n= £ ~'kmnk' X , i.e. ~'k"'" = +r~ (m)(n)  ( -a ) r l  r 
k= -~ / =k  
Lemma 2.5. For any fl = (ill, f12), M =- (ml, m2, m3, m4)  , andj ~ 7\{0} we have 
0 if Ifll < ml + m3 + m,, 
OaB(2~rj'OIXu)= fl!z~ . . . .  (p,(2~rj))~/31 iflfll=ml +m3+m4 ' 
i 0 ( mm ) i f l /3 '<ml+m2+m4'  
Dab(2~rJ'-2*rjIXM)= (--1)a~B!2--m' f12 2 (0'(2~rJ))lal i f ]B[=ml+mz+m4' 
{0 ( ) ifl/31<ml+m2+m3, 
DIJh(2~rj, 2~rj IXM) = m 3 
/3!2-m3 /32-- m2 (P'(2~rj))lat if 1/31---- ma + m2 + m3, 
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and 
0 iflfll < m2 + m3 + m4, 
Dab(0, 2"~jlXM) = flb.~,~.,,,(O,(2,~j))lt~l i f l tg l=ma+m3+m4 . 
We use Lemma 2.5 step-by-step to derive (2.34). First, observe that for j~  7 \ (0} ,  
D(m-2"2m+2)O(2"lrj, 0) = 61~"/'~(m-2.2m+2)t~2,.jlk~.,,j,/'~--; 0) = 0 gives gl = 0. L ikewise  D(2m+2"m-2)0(0,  2"~j)= 
g2D(2m+2"m-Z)G2(O, 2~j) = 0 implies g2 = 0. The equations 
( 0..~x+~_yy 0 ) ' -a (  3ax Oya ) 2"+2~(2~rj'21rj)= 
and 
=g~(~+~y)~-2( ~ a) 2°'+~ gx ~ d~(2v ,  2v)  = o 
( ~ a 12m+2/ ~ ~ )"-20(2~rj,-2~rj)= 
~x + if-fly ] ~ ax 3y 
=g4 "~-X q-~-yy OX ()y G4(2,r r j , -2 , r r j )=0,  
which are derivable by the same change of variable argument used earlier, give g3 = g4 = 0. Thus the box 
splines G~ do not contribute to 0. Next we observe by using Lemma 2.5 that 
and 
as well as 
D(m- "zm+ l)O(2~rj, O) = c2D(m- l"2"+ ')Cz(2~rj, O) + c3D("- l"z"+ ')C3(2~rj, O) = 0 
D (2''+'' ' '- 1)0(0, 2'~j) = c5 n(2m+l"m- I)(~ 5(0, 2'rrj) + c6 D(2m+l'm- l)c 6 (0, 2'rrj) = 0 
and 
D(,,-1.2m+ a)/~(2~rj, _ 2v j )  = Cl o(m-l'2m+ 1)all (2~rj, - 2~j) 
+e3D("-l'2m+l)C3(Z~r j, - 2"~j) =0, 
D(:m+ l,m-%(2~j, - 2~j) = ~4D(2m + 1.,,-1)e4 (2~j, - 2~j)  
+c6D~Em+l'm-1)C6(2~rj, - 21r j )  =0 
D("-l'z"+l)O(2~rj, 2"~j)= clD(m-l"2"+l)cl(2~rj, 2-~j) 
+c2D("-l'Em+l)C2(2~rj, 2~rj) = O. 
We also have 
D(2m+l"m-%(2~j, 2~j) = c4D(2m+l"m-l'C4(2~j, 2~j)  + csD~:m+"m-')C~(Z~j, 2~j)  = 0. 
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i 0 0 0 0 2 0   
1 -1  0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 1 
These equations implify to the homogeneous system 
0 q 0 
0 c2 0 
0 c3 = 0 
2 c4 0 ' 
0 c~ 0 
- 1 c6 0 
which has rank 4 and, moreover, any nontrivial solution has the form 
c l= -2a ,  c2=c3=a, C5 = C6 = C, C4 ~ -2c.  
Again, we make the change of variables u= ½(x+y), v= ½(x-y) ,  which establishes a one-to-one 
correspondence b tween the box splines C 1 . . . . .  C 6 and C 7 . . . . .  C12 and the directional derivatives 
(0 
~x+~ (0x 0s 
applied to C 7 . . . . .  C12. This gives us the relations 
c7=c8=b, c9=-2b ,  cm=cl l=d,  c12=-2d .  
Now, we examine the 3ruth order derivatives of 0 on the exceptional set E. The equations D~(2~j,  0), 
I/~1 = 3m,j ~ z \ (o}  gives b 2 + b 5 + 2a - b - d = 0 while De0(0, 2"~j) = 0 implies b~ + b5 - d - b + 2c = 0. 
Furthermore, DPO(2~j, -2,~j)  --- 0 and DBO(2~j, 2,~j') = 0 yield respectively b 3 + b5 - a c + 2d= 0 and 
b 4 + b 5 - c + b - 2a = 0. These equations implify to 
b l=d+b-2c+½,  b2=d+b-2a+ ~, b3=c+a-2d+ ~, b4=c+a-2b+ ½, 
b a 5 = 3, 
which proves (2.34). 
To complete the proof, we suppose to the contrary that 6 : (~, )~ Ap,3m+2. Then (2.18) and Theorem 2.1 
imply the existence of linear combinations ~ko, ~b~ of the box splines in ~ satisfying 
O 3m 03m+ 1 
i(3m + 1)W-TZ~_ 31(0, 2~rj) + 30(0, 2nrj) = 0, j~  g \ (0} ,  (2.36) 0y 3m+l oy""' 
while 
Da30(2~a) = 0, a ~ Z2\ (0} ,  I~1 = 3m, 30(0, o) = 1. (2.37) 
According to our above calculations (2.37) determines ~P0(x, y) as 
4,o(X, y) = O(x, y) = Oo(x, y) + a,O, (x, y) + a=O=(x, y) + a3O3(x , y) -4- a4O4(x , y),  
where 0 is given by (2.34). Our previous calculations show that the first summand on the left-hand side of 
(2.36) has the form c(p'(2'rrj)) 3,n for some constant c ~ C. Now note that 
~0(0, 2~j )= ~ { , ,3m+,,, = pry) ~b=2~j ( 3m+ l)!(p'(2~j))'m+'' 
while 
13 +, 13m+'  4 oy)=o 
Hence (2.36) would imply that for some constant c
c+(3m+l ) !p ' (2~j )=0,  j~Z\{0) ,  
which is impossible. Thus by Theorem 2.1, 5a(~.) does not belong to dp,3.,+2, which completes the proof 
of Theorem 2.2. [] 
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e 6~ u-1  Finally, let us point out that the approximation rates of the spacs  ,z"2,~ and 5~h(~,) are the same. We 
derive this fact from the following general considerations. 
Let us introduce the set 
~=~ff tO(B(x -½,Y -½1SM) : lM l<~n,  ml=m2=0,  d (XM)>~t} .  
Note that when/t >~ [½n] - 1 there is no M such that IM[ ~ n, ma = m 2 = 0 and d(XM) >/~. Hence one has 
- "  [½n] 1. ~ = ¢~ for p >~ - 
Theorem 2.6. (a) Suppose that for any bounded omain ~2 c R 2 and some p, 1 <~ p <~ oo, distp ( f ,  5a f_ 2,h )S~ = 
O(h r) holds for every f ~ C~(R2). Then for f ~ C~(R 2) one also has 
distp(f,~h(~.~)),~=O(h"), h-+O. 
(b) Let f ~ Lp (~ 2 ), 1 <~ p < oo. Then for every S ~ 6~f_ 2,h there exists some S O ~ ~a (~)  such that 
I I f -  Soil,, (R ~ ) ~ Cllf- SI!,, (i i2), 
where the constant C is independent of h and i .  For p = oo the same result holds if we assume in addition that 
f ~ L~ (R 2) satisfies 
lim supN ess sup( I f (x ,  y) l :  x:  + y :  >-- N ) = 0. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.6 we need the following lemma. 
l,emma 2.7. 
n--2,h 
Moreover, for Z~:f(. ) =f( .  + z) - f ( .  ) and 
~C = ( A celA ce2m c(el + e 2) A c(e2-el) n-1 
we have 6c(S) = 0 for any S E ~h. 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.7 relies on a description of a spanning set for the space 6Pf_2.h(A,,,). 
To this end, we require the use of multivariate truncated powers which are in general defined as follows: 
For any X = (x  I . . . . .  x ' )  c R s such that (X )  = R s and 0 ~ [X], the convex hull of X, the truncated power 
T(. IX) is defined by requiring that 
SRf(x)T(xiX)dX=So°~...So°~f(tix'+ ... +t.x')dt, . . .dt. (2.40) 
holds for any f~ C0(Rs). 
The criss-cross triangulation A of R,, ,  = [0, m + 1] × [0, n + 1] is a special instance of the more 
general class of cross-cut partitions (each edge lies on a line segment whose end points are on the boundary 
of R,,,).  These cross-cut partitions were introduced and studied by Chui and Wang. In particular, they 
derived a formula for the dimension of corresponding spline spaces and displayed a basis [6]. In [9] we 
described a truncated power basis for bivariate spline spaces on general cross-cut partitions. Specifying [9, 
Theorem 5.3.2] to the case of criss-cross triangulations A of Rmn shows that .~nC2,1(Amn) is spanned by 
translates of truncated powers T(. IX)  for certain sets X of directions which we will describe next. For 
1 ~< n - 2 let 
= (0, O, ( l -  ( l -  
We relabel the corresponding sets XM,, XM~ as 
XM,=(xt ' j :  j= I  . . . . .  q t=4( l - - l x )+},  X~2=(yt ' j : j= l  . . . . .  p t=2( l -#)+) .  
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We now group these vectors into subsets 
J l={X={x ',/' . . . . .  x"k+'+l} :k<~q, - l - l , l~n-2} ,  
o¢2=(y= {yZ.k . . . . .  yLa+/+,} :k<~p,_ l _ l . l<~n_2) ,  
and define the following span of truncated powers 
5a~(Am, ) = span{r ( -  -- i, • - j  IX),  T(. + ½- i, • + ½- j l  Y): 
( i , j )E  [O, m] ×[O, n] AZ2}.  
According to [9, Theorem 5.3.2] we have that 
5#~_2.~(A )=5:~(A . ,~)  ~.~'(A ), (2.41) 
where ~(A  ,.) is spanned by all polynomials of degree ~< n - 2 and certain additional truncated powers. 
These remaining truncated powers are of the type 
T ( x - i , y - j . z~z  , , ~ r  ) (2.42) 
s l+ l  s2+~+2 
for 0 ~< s~ + s2 ~< n - 3 - ~t, where z is one of the directions e 1, e z, e 1 + e 2, e 2 - e l, ( i , j )  is a point of 
intersection of the boundary of R.,.  with a cross-cut parallel to z and r is a tangential direction to the 
boundary of R, . .  at (i,j). 
Following a similar argument for the three-direction mesh given in [3] we point out next that 
.9a.~_2,, (A., .)=.9°~_ 2. , I..,,,, (2.43) 
i.e., the restriction of all the above truncated powers can be extended to elements of 5a, ~ _ 2.1. This is clear for 
the elements of the space 5:l(A,,,, ) and also for the polynomials in ~(A  ), so that we only have to deal 
with the functions of the type (2.42). These functions are not always in 5a,%2.1 since across the tangent 
direction r at ( i , j )  they are not necessarily in C ~. (It is only across the lines parallel to z that this degree of 
smoothness i assured.) To remedy this we redefine these functions to be the same polynomial on both sides 
of the tangent line thereby obtaining an element of 5:,~_2a. These remarks prove (2.43). 
Thus the decomposit ion (2.41) provides the representation 
~-  2,, =~@, 
where ~ is the space spanned by all extension of truncated powers of type (2.42) as well as by all 
polynomials of degree ~< n - 2 and 
5#j = span{T(x -  i, y - j lX ) ,  T(x  + ½- i, y + ½- j l  Y): ( i , j )  ~ Z2, X~J , ,  r ~..¢2 ). 
Since any truncated power T(x, y IX) is a linear combinat ion of multi- integer translates of box splines 
B(x, y I X) and vice versa (see [9]), we have 
~=S~(~: ) ,  
which finally gives us (2.38). To prove the remaining claim, we observe that any element of the space ~ is 
zero on one side of some grid line of A and a polynomial of degree ~< n - 2 on the other side. Therefore at 
least one of the factors of the difference operator 8 c defined in equation (2.39) annihilates that element. 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 2.7. [] 
Proof  of Theorem 2.6. In order to finish the proof of Theorem 2.6 we choose some f~ C~(R 2) and a 
bounded domain 12 c R E. Let 12a D 12 be bounded and ep ~ C0~(R 2) such that supp(~) c 12a and ~(x,  y)  = 1, 
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(x, y) E I2. Clearly then fo =f0  E Co~(R2), fo[sa =~sa, and supp(fo) c I21. Next, pick an integer N such that 
Nh > diam(~21) and let 
I22={f ie '+&eZ+t3(e  ' +e2)+t4(e2-e ' )+(x ,y )  : (x ,y )~fa ,  
]t,] ~< Nh(n-  1), i-- 1 . . . . .  4}. 
Therefore, by applying our hypothesis to fo and ~22 we can find S'~5%(~ff),  S"~h such that 
S = S'+ S" ~5:."_2,h satisfies llf0- slle('%)~< Ch', h > 0, for some constant C independent of h. Observe 
that, due to our choice of N, &,j,(fo(x, y))=f(x,  y) for (x, y )~ ~2. Therefore 
I l l -  8N~ (s) l l , ' (~) = If&',, (fo - s)ll,' (~) 
~< 24~"-"llf0 - sll,(~2)~< 2'~{'-"Chr- (2.44) 
- .SttX Invoking Lemma 2.7 we have 8Nh( ) = 0, and since 8Nh(S') ~ 5: h (~)  the proof of (a) is complete. 
As for (b), choose for a given f~ L?(R2), 1 ~p < o¢, S ~5:,~_2,h and an arbitrary bounded domain 
$21 D I2 such that 
IIAI~ (n ~ \ &).< 2-4~--',-'distp ( f ,  s#~ (~ff))~a- 
Thus choosing an integer N such that Nh > diam(~21) we obtain as above 
24{"-'>]i f - Sll. (R 2 ) > il8~h ( f - s)llp (o)  
>/IIf- au~ ( S)ll? (£2) - 2 4{"- ')IIAI, (~2 \ ~, ) 
>/l l l f -  8~h(s)ll,(~)- 
Since/2 is arbitrary and as before 3Nh(S)ES:h(d),~,) (b) follows. [] 
As a final comment on the order of approximation we note the following fact about the non-optimal 
smoothness case. 
Since ~. c ~ff for/~ ~< d. - 1 we expect 5:h(~ if) to have better approximation rates than in the case of 
highest smoothness. If/~ is not too far from maximal smoothness the previous calculations also provide 
lower bounds for the corresponding approximation rates. In fact, consider the linear combination Ok(x, y) 
of box splines whose Fourier transform is given by 
Ok(X ' y) = ilm_k(x, y)Fo(x, y)4k+l, 
where 
and 
B,,,_k(X ,y) = B(x, y lX,,,_k.,._k,.,-k,,.-k) 
Fo(x, y) = l (p(x) + O(Y) + O(x + y) + O(Y -  x ) -  1). 
Hence O k is just as smooth as B,._ k and d(X,,,_ k) = 3(m - k) - 1 so that for n = 4m + l 
~ (403(m_k)_2  
k ~n-2 ,1  " 
Since 
DeB,,,_k(2~i, 2~rj)=0, I~1 ~<4(rn -k ) - l ,  ( i , j )EZ2\E ,  
D'%,_.(2..i, 2~j )  = 0, 1/31 ~< 3(m - k) - 1, ( i , j )  ~ Z 2 - ((0, 0)}, 
18 4k +l O (ro(X,y) )[t2~i,2~j)=0, 1/31~4k+1-1, (i, j)~E, 
we conclude that 
Dl~Ok(2~ri, 2"~j) = 0, 1f l [<~3m+k+l-1,  ( i , j )  ~ Z2\{(0 ,  0)}, 
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provided that 
4(m-k) - l>~3m+k+l -1 ,  i.e. m>~5k+l .  
Therefore in this case we have 
( d~3(m-k)- 2 
~h~ ~n ) e Ap,3m+k+l 
and so 
6:(q~;) ~ Ae,3,.,+ff.,_,)/51+ , for # ~< 3(m - (m - •)/5) - 2. 
In particular, for k = 0, 1 = 1 we recover (2.18). For k = 0, l = 2 we loose one degree of smoothness but the 
approximation rate has increased by one. 
3. Local linear dependence of box splines 
According to the general results in [2,7], the box splines B(x ,  y rX , ) ,  M = (ml, m2, m3, m4), are always 
linearly dependent over R 2. In this section, we examine in detail the extent of this linear dependence. In 
particular, we want to determine a basis for the space 5: (  X M) I~, where $2 is any (bounded) domain in • 2. 
In order to accomplish this we answer the following question: 
Let R be any region not intersected by the lines of discontinuity of the translates of B(x ,  y r XM). Let 
A n = ( ( i , j ) :  ( i , j )  ~ Z 2, supp B( .  - i, • - j l  XM) ~R-4= 0} 
and define 
5:(  Xml R )= span( B( .  - i, . - j l  XM)ln: ( i , j )  ~ An ). (3.1) 
From symmetry considerations the dimension of 6 : (X IR)  is independent of integer translates of R and 
reflections of R relative to the lines x = +y.  Thus without loss of generality we assume that R is contained 
in the interior of the triangle T with vertices (0, 0), (0, 1) and (½, ½). Moreover, since any box spline 
containing R in its support also contains T in its interior we may also assume R is the interior of T. 
Let us now describe the lattice points in AR. To this end, first note that the support of the box spline 
B(x ,  y lXM)  is a polygon with vertices (0, 0), (ml,0), (m 1 +m 3, m3), (m 1 +m 3, m2 + m3), (m 1 +m 3 -- 
m4,  m 2 + m 3 + m4)  , (m 3 -- m4,  m 2 + m 3 + m4) ,  ( -m4,  m 2 + m4)  and ( -m 4, rn4). 
Every triangle strictly inside the support which is an integer translate of T is in one-to-one correspon- 
dence w;th a translate of B(x ,  y lXM) having T in its support. Therefore there are exactly as many lattice 
points in A R as in the set 
( t ie  1 + 12 e2 q- ta(e 1 + e 2 ) q-14(e 2 -- el) :  0 ~< I i < m i, i=  1 . . . . .  4) .  
This set is the support of B(x ,  y I XM) excluding the boundary lines joining the vertices ( - m 4, m 2 + m4), 
(m 3 - m4, m 2 + m 3 + m4) , (m 1 + m 3 - -  m4, m 2 + m 3 + m4) and (m 1 + m3, m 2 + m3). 
To count these lattice points we associate ach of them with a unit square that has it as a bottom left 
vertex. Then the resulting union of these squares has a volume equal to the area of the support. Hence 
IARI = area of support of B ( . ,  • I XM) 
= (m 1 +m3+m4)(m2+ma+m, i ) - -m~- -m 2= Emimj+m3m4.  (3.2) 
i <j 
We will now prove 
Theorem 3.1. 
d imS#(Xg I T )= ~ mim/.  
i <j 
The first step in the proof is: 
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Proposition 3.2. Let p( x, y) be any polynomial of the form 
m3--1 m4--1 
p(x ,y )= ~., ~_, a , , (x+y) t (y -x )  r, 
/=0 r=0 
then 
)-'~(-1)'+Jp(i, j)B(x - i ,y - j l  XM) = 0 (3.3) 
i,j 
for (x ,y )  ~ R 2. 
Proof. By the Poisson summation formula 
E ( - -1) '÷JP( i , j )B(x- - i ,y - - j IXM)  = 
i , j~  7 
= 2~ exp( - i ' r r (2a~-  1)x - i ' r r (2a  2 - 1)y)(q(D)B)(- '~(2cq - 1) , - ,~(2a  2 - 1)), 
where q(u, v)=p(x - iu, y - iv). Hence the result depends on showing that 
(( I r) b a ' a b B ( '~(2a , -1 ) ,~r (2a  2 -1 ) )=0 (3.4) 
-~x + by ax 
for all (al, a2) ~ Z 2 and 1 < m 3, r < m 4. Since p(x +y)p(y - x) = 0 whenever (x, y )  = ~r(2a 1- 1, 2a 2 + 1), 
(a  1, a2)~ Z 2, (3.4) follows from formula (2.25) for the Fourier transform of B(x, y IX M) and Leibnitz' 
formula. (For this purpose, it is also convenient to use the change of variables u = ½ (x + y), v = ½ (y  - x).) 
[] 
As a corollary of this proposition it follows that 
dim 5a( XMI R ) ~ E re,m j, (3.5) 
i <j 
because any polynomial of the type given in Proposition 3.2, which vanishes on any integer translate of the 
set .LP of lattice points of the form (i +j , j  - i), 0 ~< i + j  < m 3, 0 < j  - i < m 4, vanishes identically. Clearly 
the set A R contains several such sets of lattice points. We may therefore use equation (3.3) to solve for 
B(x - i, y --jlXM), ( i , j )~.W in terms of the remaining translates. Since I&~ = m3m 4 we get (3.5). 
To prove that equality is achieved in (3.5) we must recall a result from [2] about polynomials contained 
in 5"( X M), see also [7]. This result holds for any set X = { x 1 . . . . .  x" } of vectors in Z s. We describe it in this 
generality and then specialize to the case at hand. 
For any set Y c X, we define the differential operator 
Dr= H Dv, 
y~Y 
where D v is the directional derivative in the direction y. Furthermore, we define 
D(X)  = ( f: f~  ~'(R2) ,  Dvf= 0 for all Yc_ Xsuch  that (X \Y )  =# Rs}. 
Then dim D(X)< o¢ and D(X)=Sa(X)f3 H, see [7]. 
In our case this means that D(XM) consists of all polynomials p satisfying the differential equations 
(Ox] ,Oy] -~x+-ff-yy p---0,  (a-~) ~/ '2  3 3 by ] ay bx p = o, 
bx ] ~ bx -~y by bx P by] -~x by] by ax P o, (3.6) 
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and that on T 
D(XM)CY(X I  T) .  (3.7) 
Our objective in the remainder of this section is to show 
dim D( XM) = Y~. mim j. (3.8) 
i < j  
This fact combined with (3.5) and (3.7) proves Theorem 3.1. 
The derivation of (3.8) can be explained as a consequence of certain general considerations which are 
interesting in their own right. For this purpose, we introduce for any set P = { pl(x,  y) . . . . .  pu(x,  y)} of 
homogeneous (real) polynomials the set 
D( P ) = D( p, . . . . .  PN ) = { f :  f ~ ~'(ns ) ,  pi( D ) f = 0, i = 1 . . . . .  U }. (3.9) 
For example, according to (3.6), D(XM) corresponds to D(PM), where PM consists of the polynomials 
x,,lym~(x + y)m~, xm,ym2(y _ x)m,, xm,(x + y),,~(y _ x)" '  and ym:(x + y)'~'(y - x) "'~. 
Using Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, (see [12]), as in [7] we see that dim D(P)  < ~ if and only if the only 
common zero in C 2 of the polynomials in P is (0, 0). (This condition is for instance satisfied for PM.)From 
now on we assume that 
{z ~ C2; pi (z  ) = 0, i=  1 . . . . .  U ) = {(0, 0)},  (3.10) 
and proceed to determine dim D(P).  
In the terminology of [7], D(P)  is an affinely invariant subspace of polynomials, that is, it is invariant 
under translation and scaling (x, y) ~ (ax, ay), a ~ C. From this fact it follows that D(P)  can be written 
as a direct sum of spaces of homogeneous polynomials in D(P),  i.e. 
D(P )  = ~ D j (P ) ,  
J 
0 
where 
and so 
Dj( P ) = ( p: p ~ D( P ), p is a homogeneous polynomial of degreej  } 
dim D( P ) = E dim Dj( P ), 
J 
[7]. For the purpose of determining dim ~(P)  we suppose without loss of generality that 
degp l  ~< degp2 ~< . . .  ~< degpN. (3.11) 
Given any distinct real numbers A~, X 2, ?% . . . . .  every homogeneous polynomial h k of degree k can be 
represented uniquely as 
k+l  
hk(x ,y )= ~_, a i (x + Xiy) k (3.12) 
i=1 
Therefore h k ~ D(P)  leads to a system of homogeneous linear equations A,a = 0 for the vector a = 
(a I . . . . .  a ,+ l )  T which we now discuss in detail. First note that when k < degp l  - 1, h k is in D(P)  for any 
choice of coefficients and so 
d imDk(P  ) = k + l, k <~ deg pl -1 .  
To obtain a representation for the linear map A k when k >/deg p~ we find the integer r > 1 such that 
degpr  ~< k < degpr+l  (degp0 = - ~ ,  degpN+l  = ~) .  Then we obtain 
k+l  
~_~ a~pl(1, ~) (x  + ?~y)~-degm=_ O, 1= 1 . . . . .  r, (3.13) 
i=1 
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as the condition insuring that hk ~ D(P). Therefore Ak has the representation 
q,(X,)  - - -  q , (Xk+l)  
Xlql(Xl) 
~.k- deg P' ql ( ~.| ) 
q2()t,)  
)k~-degP2q2 (~k l )  
qr(X,) 
~tkl -degP,qr(~l)  . . .  )kkk+dlegP,qr()kk+l) 
where qt(~) = P/( 1, ~). Consequently, we have 
dim D(P)= ~ dim N(Ak),  (3.14) 
k~0 
where we use the convention that A k = 0 for k < degpl .  We let kD(>~ degp l )  be the smallest integer such 
that 
d imN(Ak)=0,  k>~k D. (3.15) 
It is not clear how to determine the dimension of N(A, )  in general, however, the following remarks are 
helpful in some cases. 
We introduce the linear space 
/ I ,=  t 1 . . . . .  t~):  tiisapolynomial, degt,<~k-degp~, Y'~ tiq,=O . 
i~ l  
For k < degpl ,  V k consists only of the zero vector and so has dimension zero. We let k v be the largest 
integer such that 
dim Vk=0,  k <~k v. 
Returning to the matrix Ak, we see that it is an v(k)  × (k + 1) matrix where 
N 
~,(k)= ~ (k + 1 -  degp,)÷. 
Hence for degpr ~< k < degpr+~ and u = (v I . . . .  ,v r) E N ~(k) = N k+l  -degp l  X • " • X N k+l  -degp. we associate 
polynomials t~ .. . .  , t r, defined as 
k -- deg p, 
t,(x)= E 
j=O 
The linear map u ~ (t 1 . . . . .  tN) establishes a 1-1 correspondence between the nullspace of Ak v and V k. 
Hence 
dim N(A~)=dim V k. 
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However, 
and so 
dim N(A~)  = u(k )  - dim range AT = u(k)  - (k  + 1 - dim N(A k )) 
d imN(A k)=k+l -v (k )+d im V k. (3.16) 
We let J¢ be the value such that 
+ 1 = u(x ) ,  (3.17) 
then clearly k v <~ K <~ k o. 
Suppose that K is an integer and dim V~ = 0 then x = k v = kD and we get 
dim N(At )  = {0, 1>/x, (3.18) l+1-v(l), 1~<~. 
Therefore under this hypothesis we get 
K 
dim D( P)  = Y~ (1+ 1 - v( l)).  (3.19) 
/=0 
In our special example, the four polynomials  are PI (x, y )  = xm'y '2 (x  + y)"% p2(x, y)  = xm'y '2 (y  - x) m', 
p3(x  ' y )  = xm~(x +y) , , , (y  _ x),,4 and pa(X, y) =y, ,2(x +y)m~(y _ x)m,. It is easy to see in this case that 
(11, t2, t3, t4) G Vk if and only if t l (k  ) = (1 - k ) ' "  r l (k ) ,  t2(k)  = (1 - ~) '~  r2(k ), t3(~k ) = ~m2r3(~ ) where 
deg r i ~< k - n, (n = m 1 + m 2 + m 3 -4- m4)  and rl + r 2 + r~ + t 4 = 0. Hence it is clear that k v = n - 1 and it is 
easily checked that K = n - 1. Thus (3.19) gives 
n- - I  
d imD(XM)= E (k+l -v (k ) ) ,  
k=0 
where 
4 
u(k)= ~_~ (k  + l -n+mi)  + 
i=1  
which simplifies to 
4 
i~ l  
Hence we obtain 
dim D( XM) = ~. mira s 
i <j 
which completes the proof  of Theorem 3.1. [] 
Note added in proof 
After  this paper  was accepted for publ icat ion we became aware that there seems to exist no complete 
proof  of the impl icat ion (ii) ~ (iv) in Theorem 2.1 which was stated by Fix and Strang in [13]. However, 
F ix  and Strang did prove the equivalence of condit ion (iv) in Theorem 2.1 and the existence of a 
quasi - interpolant  (2.17) which guarantees the opt imal i ty of the approximat ion rates in Theorem 2.2 for a 
correspondingly restricted notion of control led approximat ion.  
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